
In E. A. Emerson and A. P. Sistla, editors, Computer-Aided Veri�ation, CAV '2000,volume 1855 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 548-551, Chiago, IL, July2000. Springer-VerlagIntegrating WS1S with PVS?Sam Owre and Harald Rue�Computer Siene LaboratorySRI International333 Ravenswood AveMenlo Park, CA 94025, USAfowre, ruessg�sl.sri.omThere is a growing trend to integrate theorem proving systems with speial-ized deision proedures and model heking systems. The proving apabilitiesof the PVS theorem prover, for example, have been improved onsiderably byextending it with new proof tatis based on a BDD pakage, a �-alulus model-heker [4℄, and a polyhedral library. In this way, a theorem proving system likePVS provides a ommon front-end and spei�ation language for a variety of spe-ialized tools. This makes it possible to use a whole arsenal of veri�ation andvalidation methods in a seamless way, ombine them using a strategy language,and provide development hain analysis.Here we desribe a novel PVS tati for deiding an interesting fragment ofPVS that orresponds to the Weak Seond-order Theory of 1 Suessor, WS1S.This logi may not only be viewed as a highly suint alternative to the useof regular expressions, but an also be used to enode Presburger arithmeti orquanti�ed boolean logi. The deidability of WS1S is based on the fat that reg-ular languages may be haraterized by logis. However, this automata-theoretiproedure is of staggering omplexity, namely non-elementary.Although this logi-automaton onnetion has been known for more than 40years, it was only through the reent work at BRICS that it beome possible tomake e�etive use of automata-based deision proedures for logis like WS1S.Their tool, alled MONA [2℄, ats as a deision proedure and as a translator to�nite-state automata. It is based on new algorithms for minimizing �nite-stateautomata using binary deision diagrams (BDDs) to represent transition fun-tions in ompressed form. Various appliations of MONA|inluding hardwareveri�ation, validation of software design onstraints, and establishing safety andliveness onditions for distributed systems|are mentioned in [2℄.We are using the eÆient automata-onstrution apabilities of MONA forbuilding a tati that deides a fragment of the PVS spei�ation language.This fragment inludes boolean expressions, arithmeti on the natural numbersrestrited to addition/subtration with/from a onstant, and operations on �nitesets over the naturals like union, intersetion, set di�erene, addition and removalof a natural. Prediates inlude arithmeti omparisons, equality, disequality,the subset relation, and membership in the form of funtion appliation P(i).? This researh was funded by DARPAAOD855 under US Air Fore Rome Laboratoryontrat F30602-96-C-0204 and by the National Siene Foundation Contrat No.CCR-9712383.



Moreover, there is quanti�ation over the booleans, the natural numbers, �nitesets of naturals, and prediate subtypes of the aforementioned types built fromWS1S formulas. Finite sets of natural numbers may also be desribed using thehoie operator the. In this way, ripple-arry addition may be de�ned as follows.1+(P, Q: finite_set[nat℄): finite_set[nat℄ =the(fR | EXISTS (C: finite_set[nat℄): NOT(C(0)) ANDFORALL (t: nat):(C(t+1) = ((P(t)&Q(t)) OR (P(t)&C(t)) OR (Q(t)&C(t)))) &(R(t) = P(t) = Q(t) = C(t))g);Here a natural number k is mapped to a set of indies orresponding to 1's in thebinary representation of k; e.g., 10 is represented as f1,3g. Usually, funtions areenoded in a relational style in WS1S, but the inlusion of the hoie operatorallows one to provide funtional representation. Notie that the arry vetor Cis hidden by means of seond-order quanti�ation.This fragment of the PVS language is being deided by assoiating an au-tomata with every formula. This translation proeeds in two steps. First, de�-nitions are unfolded to transform formulas into the language of WS1S. In thisstep, the full arsenal of theorem proving apabilities of PVS, inluding deisionproedures, rewriting, and lemma appliation, may be used to simplify the re-sulting formula. The seond step of the translation traverses this formula andreursively builds up a orresponding automata that reognizes the language ofinterpretations of the PVS formula. Here we use foreign funtion alls to diretlyall the C funtions of the MONA library [2℄ from the Lisp implementation ofPVS.Moreover, we use failities provided by the Allegro Lisp garbage olletorto also take the automaton and BDD data strutures of MONA into aount.In this way, we reate a transparent and funtional view of the MONA apa-bilities. This makes it possible, for example, to memoize the translation pro-ess. In addition, the translation of PVS formulas to deterministi �nite au-tomata inludes abstration. Whenever the translator enounters a PVS expres-sion outside the sope of WS1S, it reates a new variable|of type nat, bool,or finite set[nat℄, depending on the type of the expression|and replaes theoriginal expression with this variable throughout the formula. This abstrationinreases the sope of our proof proedure. When the expression to be abstratedaway inludes bound variables, however, the translator gives up. Abstration hasbeen found partiularly useful in the analysis of state mahines, where the stateusually onsists of a reord of state omponents and the spei�ation inludesaesses to these omponents that an easily be abstrated. This translation hasbeen pakaged as a new PVS tati. 2stamps: LEMMAFORALL (i: finite_set[nat℄): i >= [| 8 |℄ =>EXISTS (j, k: finite_set[nat℄): i = 3 * j + 5 * k2



ltl: THEORYBEGINtime : TYPE = nat;tpred: TYPE = finite_set[time℄t, t1 : VAR timeP, Q, R: VAR tpred[℄(P)(t): boolean = FORALL (t1: upfrom[t℄): P(t1);<>(P)(t): boolean = EXISTS (t1: upfrom[t℄): P(t1);|=(P): boolean = P(0); % ValidityWF(A, EA, I: tpred): tpred = ([℄<>(A & NOT(I))) OR [℄<>(NOT(EA));SF(A, EA, I: tpred): tpred = ([℄<>(A & NOT(I))) OR <>[℄(NOT(EA));END ltl Fig. 1. Enoding of a Linear Temporal LogiConsider, for example, the Presburger formula stamps, where * is de�ned byiterating addition as de�ned above, and [| k |℄ is a reursively de�ned funtionfor omputing a �nite set that represents the unsigned representation of k.1This indutive property is shown to be valid by simply alling the (ws1s) tatiwithin the PVS prover, sine, after unfolding and unwinding all de�nitions, in-luding the reursive ones, the assoiated automata reognizes the full languageof interpretations. Most proof attempts, however, fail. 3(EXISTS (x: nat): x = 100 & P!1(x))& (EXISTS (x: nat): x = 111 & P!1(x))& (FORALL (i: nat): i /= 100 & i /= 111 => NOT P!1(i))This formula is neither valid nor unsatis�able. Thus, the tati (ws1s) returnswith a ounterexample (P!1 = emptyset[nat℄) and a witness (P!1 = add(111,add(100, emptyset[nat℄))) for the free variable P!1.Using the approah outlined above we have enoded various theories inWS1S: Presburger arithmeti, lossy queues, regular expressions, a restrited lin-ear temporal logi (LTL), and �xed-sized bitvetors. The omplete enoding ofa LTL, inluding de�nitions for weak and strong fairness is shown in Figure 1.Boolean onnetives do not have to be de�ned expliitly for this logi, sine theonversion mehanism of PVS [3℄ automatially lifts the built-in logi onnetorsto the type tpred. Regular expressions are represented by means of a datatype,and a reursively de�ned meaning funtion assoiates the WS1S de�ned set of1 Notie that [| k |℄ is not a WS1S arithmeti relation, beause otherwise one ouldde�ne addition diretly on the natural numbers; but this is outside the sope ofWS1S. 3



words reognized by this regular expression; hereby, a word is of type [below[N℄-> finite set[nat℄℄, where N spei�es an alphabet of size expt(2,N).Notie that we automatially have a deision proedure for the ombinationof the enoded theories mentioned above, sine all enodings are de�nitionalextensions of the base language of WS1S. Moreover, the list of enoded theoriesis open-ended.Among other appliations we have been using the (ws1s) tati for dis-harging veri�ation onditions that have been generated using the abstra-tion method desribed in [1℄. These examples usually involve a ombination ofthe lossy queue theory and regular expressions. Also, quanti�er reasoning andSkolemization has to be used to transform the formulas under onsiderationinto the fragment supported by the translation proess. For example, universal-strength quanti�ation over words needs Skolemization, sine words are elementsof a third-order type (see above). After preproessing and unfolding the de�ni-tions, veri�ation onditions are typially proved within a fration of a seond.Altogether, the WS1S deision proedures enrih PVS by providing new au-tomated proving apabilities, an alternative approah for ombining deisionproedures, and a method for generating ounterexamples from failed proof at-tempts. On the other hand, this integration provides an appealing frontend andinput language for the MONA tool, and permits using automata-theoreti dei-sion proedures in onjuntion with both traditional theorem proving tehniquesand speialized symboli analysis like abstration. This onnetion, however,needs further exploration.The WS1S deision proedure has been integrated with PVS 2.3, whih hasbeen released in fall '99. PVS 2.3 is freely available at pvs.sl.sri.om.Aknowledgements. We would like to thank A. M�ller for larifying disus-sions about MONA internals, M. Sorea for omments on this paper, and S.Bensalem for providing interesting test ases.Referenes1. P.A. Abdulla, A. Annihini, S. Bensalem, A. Bouajjani, P. Habermehl, andY. Lakhneh. Veri�ation of in�nite-state systems by ombining abstration andreahability analysis. volume 1633 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages146{159, Trento, Italy, July 1999. Springer-Verlag.2. N. Klarlund and A. M�ller. MONA Version 1.3 User Manual. BRICS Notes SeriesNS-98-3, Dept. of Computer Siene, University of Aarhus, Otober 1998.3. S. Owre, N. Shankar, J. M. Rushby, and D. W. J. Stringer-Calvert. PVS Lan-guage Referene. Computer Siene Laboratory, SRI International, Menlo Park,CA, September 1999.4. S. Rajan, N. Shankar, and M.K. Srivas. An integration of model-heking withautomated proof heking. In Pierre Wolper, editor, Computer-Aided Veri�ation,CAV '95, volume 939 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 84{97, Liege,Belgium, June 1995. Springer-Verlag. 4


